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ABSTRACT- Due to sensitive and important
applications of free-electron laser in industry
and medicine, improvement of the power and
efficiency of laser has always been emphasized.
Therefore, understanding the created field and
examining the properties of the field in
waveguides with different shapes and studying
the sustainability of electrons movement are
particularly important. In this study, the
behavior of electrons in free-electron laser in
the wiggler field by square waveguide with
central core is examined which is a new
research. Due to the complexity of cross section,
the equations governing the field are solved
numerically, and magnetostatic fields are
calculated and then the changes of Wiggler
magnetic field are displayed. Finally, the
properties of balanced electron circuits for the
first and third harmonics are studied and the
strong effect of the third space harmonic on the
field is observed in the second magnetic
resonance and the obtained results indicate
greater volatility of transverse components of
velocity.
Since the field intensity on the sides and center
of the waveguide and the order of electrons
motion are important in determining the laser
power and efficiency, studying the behavior of
electrons in this research indicates that in the
empty space between the two walls, Wiggler
magnetic field is minimized and leads to the
focus of electron beam. Therefore, the closer is
the starting point of the movement of electron to
the center of waveguide, the better will be the
movement order.

I. INTRODUCTION
Free electron laser, is a source of radiation of
electromagnetic radiation that can produce a
coherent radiation with very high potential in a
wide range of electromagnetic spectrum [1].
The most important principle of free electron
laser is rotating magnetic field that gives an
oscillatory motion to the electron beam, and
consequently leads to the acceleration of
electrons and development of incident waves.
In 1951, Hans Mots from Stanford University
calculated the emission spectrum of a beam of
electron in a sinuous magnetic field for the
first time [2]. This sinuous magnetic field is
called Wiggler field. There are many varieties
of Wiggler field such as flat, torsion, and
coaxial Wiggler field [3-5]. Wiggler field
studied in this article like coaxial field is
composed of ferrite and dielectric parts that
are arranged alternately[6,7]. The presence of
a uniform and axial magnetic field also
prevents electrostatic repulsion of electrons
[8-10].

II. MAGNETIC STRUCTURE
The waveguide device under study with square
cross section has a central cavity (Fig. 1).Like
coaxial Wiggler field, the waveguide is
composed of ferrite and dielectric parts that
are arranged alternately. Uniform magnetic
field around the waveguide leads to the
development of desirable Wiggler field. The
sizes of internal and external walls of the
waveguide are assumed to be 2a and 2b. In
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order to create appropriate Wiggler field,
solenoid is used which provides uniform
magnetic field of B0.
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To obtain the created magneto-static field,
Maxwell's equations are used and appropriate
boundary conditions are applied.
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where f and g are related to Fourier transform,
and λw is the periodicity.
On the other hand, because Bx and By are
alternating with period of w, we can conclude
f f
from Eqs. (4)-(5) that 0  0  0 . Therefore,
x y
f0 is a numerical constant. By placing (3) in
(1), we will have:
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Fig. 1Cross-section of the waveguide understudy
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Since there is no current source inside the
waveguide, according to [9] and [12], in
addition to the divergence, the curl of
magnetic field is also zero (   B  0 and
 B  0 ).
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The magnetic field can be written as follows,
based on magnetic potential φ [11-12]:

B  φ ,  2  x, y, z   0

The above statement is a Fourier series;
therefore, from the uniqueness of expansion
coefficients we conclude that:

(1)
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System aligned with the z-axis is intermittent
with w period; consequently, the magnetic
field of Bz can be expanded as the Fourier
series.
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The sets of Eqs. (7)-(9) are the equations of
unknown functions fn(x,y) and gn(x,y). By
solving these equations, the magnetic field can
be obtained through the Eqs. (2), (4), and (5).

where kw  2 / w .
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III. DYNAMIC MOVEMENT OF
ELECTRONS

R0  kw r T  kwct
,

eB0
eB
and w  w are
 mc
 mc
cyclotron frequencies. By defining above
variables, the components of motion equation
will be as the following:

In this Section, the orbital motion of electrons
in square Wiggler and axial magnetic field are
examined. The components of magnetostatic
field are as follows (for odd ns):
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whereB0 is the constant axial field and Bw is
the Wiggler field. fn(x, y) can be calculated by
numerical solution of equation (Append X).
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The orbital motion of electrons in the static
magnetic field of B is investigated by solving
Lorentz force equation [4].
dv
e

vB
dt  mc

dVx
 Ω0Vy  Ω wVy f z  Ω wVz f y
dT
dVy
 Ω0Vx  ΩwVx f z  ΩwVz f x
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dR z
 Vz
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(19)

Equations (14)-(19) are the set of coupled
differential equations that are solved
numerically using Runge-Kutta algorithm. By
solving the equations, the movement path and
properties of equilibrium orbits of electrons
are obtained.

where v is the velocity, -e and m are the
electron charge and rest mass, respectively.
Given that the v  B is perpendicular to the
velocity v, the Lorentz factor γ, is the motion
constant
factor:
dγ/dt=0
where

IV. ELECTRON ORBITAL THEORY

1 2

 2 
  1  2  and   ν is the electron
 c 
velocity. Moreover, for the electrons path it
dr
 v.
can be written:
dt

If the initial condition is chosen so that the
transverse motion of electrons in the field B0
(and at Bw→0) is zero, then in the first
approximation of Wiggler field and regardless
of the statements of the second order BwVx and
BwVy in Eqs. (14)-(16), the equations of
electron motion will be as follows:

The normalized variables 0 ,  w , w, v, R ,
and T required for calculations are defined as
following:
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From Eq. (20) we conclude that Vz= V∥ and
therefore Rz= z = V∥ T.

f y ,1

If we assume that Wiggler field is uniform in
the transverse direction, in other words if we
ignore the changes of fx,n and fy,n with respect
to x and y, by considering the third harmonic
we will have:

0

2
0

2
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The above equations are stable solution related
to the motion of a single electron. In these
equations, the normalized frequencies of
0 , V , and 3V are respectively related to the

(21)
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constant magnetic field B0, first harmonic
(n=1), and third harmonic (n=3) of Wiggler
field.
Inhomogeneous Eq. (26) can be solved analytically, and
the answer to the first condition:

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Vx(T=0)=Vy(T=0)=0

Figure 2 shows longitudinal velocity changes
of electrons in normalized cyclotron frequency
for three groups.
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Fig. 2 Variations of normalized axial velocity based
on normalized cyclotron frequency.
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0

The orbits of Group I are marked with the
condition 0 <Ω0<kwV∥, orbits of group II with
the condition kwV  0  3kwV and orbits of

Moreover, using the above equation and the
Eq. (20) we have:
V y T  



ΩwV
2
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group III with the condition 0  3kwV . The





third group has appeared due to the presence
of the third spatial harmonic for Wiggler field
and causes the second resonance in 0  3kwV .
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The first magneto resonance due to the
fundamental component of the wiggler field
occurs at 0  0.58 , whereas the second
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magneto resistance originated from the third
harmonic is around 0  2.7 In V the Space
.
period is equal to wavelength of wiggler and
spatial periodicity in 3 V is a third wavelength
of wiggler. The second resonance width is less
than the first resonance. It can be concluded
that the third harmonic is weaker than first
harmonic. Third harmonic more affected on III
group and the unaffected on I and II groups.
The resonance point transverse velocity
reaches its maximum value.

Fig. 4 Vy variations versus Z for 0  0.58

Fig. 3 Vx variations versus Z for 0  0.58
Fig. 5 Transverse direction of electron movement
for 0  0.58

Figures 3 and 4 respectively show the
transverse speed of Vx and Vy in a period of
Wiggler field depending on the distance zaxis. Periodic changes of speed transverse Vx
and Vy to 0  0.58 (the point where the first
magnetic resonance occurs) is equal to one
wiggler wavelength (wavelength of main
wiggler harmonics). And strong effect on the
two groups I and II in the first harmonic
resonance magnetic first show.
Figure 5 displays the transverse movement of
electrons in two dimensions normalized
frequency 0  0.58 (first resonator) with
initial conditions

x0  3 cm ,

y0  0 , and

z0  0 .
As can be seen a period is equal to a third
wavelength of Wiggler and electrons that enter
the space between the two walls of the
waveguide will be movement regular and
stable.

Fig. 6 Three-dimensional direction of electron
movement for 0  0.58 .

Figure 6 shows the three-dimensional
movement of the electrons in terms of the
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x0  3 cm,

normalized frequency 0  0.58 . It can be
seen that the electron orbits in an almost spiral
path is limited. As in the prior period equal to
the length of the original wiggler harmonic
wave and electrons that enter the space
between the two walls of the waveguide are
moving will be more orderly and stable.

y0  0,

z0  0

vx,0  0, vy ,0  0.11, vz ,0  0.899
where 2a is the size of the inner wall side
(core),2b is the size of the outer wall side, 0
is Cyclotron frequency normalized axial
magnetic field.  w is Normalized cyclotron
frequency magnetic field wiggler.Wis
wavelength of wiggler and  is Lorentz factor.
x0, y0, and z0 are the initial conditions for the
movement of electrons.

If the initial condition is chosen to move away
from the axis of the electron oscillation
amplitude is larger and it is possible that the
beam is deflected to the side wall.

Figure 10 shows the transverse motion of the
electrons in two dimensions normalized
frequency 0  2.7 (second resonator) with
initial conditions x0  3 cm , y0  0 , and z0  0 .
As can be seen a period is equal to a third
wavelength of Wiggler and electrons that enter
the space between the two walls of the
waveguide will be movement regular and
stable.
Figure 7 displays the transverse velocity curve
to the first exacerbation.

Fig. 7 Transversal speeds of electrons for
0  0.58 .

Fig. 9 Vy variations versus Z for 0  2.7 .
Fig. 8 Vx variations versus Z for 0  2.7

.

Figure 11 shows the three-dimensional motion
of the electrons in terms of the normalized
frequency 0  2.7 . It can be seen that the
electron orbits in an almost spiral path is
limited. As in the prior period equal to a third
wavelength of original wiggler harmonic and
electrons that enter the space between the two
walls of the waveguide are moving will be
more orderly and stable. If the initial condition

The parameters used to draw these figures are
as follows:

0  0.58, w  0.4,   2.37

a  2 cm, b  4 cm, w  3 cm
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By comparing all figures, it is obvious that
when 0  0.58 the spatial period time equals

is chosen to move away from the axis of the
electron oscillation amplitude is larger and it is
possible that the beam is deflected to the side
wall.

to Wiggler wavelength while when 0  2.7 .
the spatial period time equals to one-third of
Wiggler wavelength and indicates the strong
effect of the third space harmonic on the field
in the second magnetic resonance. It also
shows that transverse components of velocity
have larger amplitudes.

Fig. 10 Transverse direction of electron movement
for 0  2.7 .

Fig. 12 Transversal speeds of electrons for
0  2.7 .

Given the figures of transverse velocity curve
it can be found that the transverse velocity
cannot change a lot and axial velocity can be
considered as nearly constant.

VI. CONCLUSION

Fig. 11 Three-dimensional direction of electron

The movement of electrons in free-electron
laser in the wiggler field by square waveguide
with central core was examined. According to
the charts of magnetic fields found that the
changes of Wiggler magnetic field at the
corners of waveguide are more than those
around the waveguide. Moreover, the field
components in the empty space between the
shell and core have their lowest amount and
lead to the concentration of electron beam.
Consequently, the closer is the starting point of
the movement of electron to the center and the
empty space between the two walls, the better
will be the movement order.

Figure 12 displays transverse velocity curve
for second resonance 0  2.7 . In addition,
Figs. (8) and (9), respectively show the
transverse velocity of vx, vy in a period of
Wiggler field and Figs. (10)-(11) display the
movement of electrons in the transverse
direction and three dimensions.
It can be concluded from the comparison
between Figs. 7 and 12 have large size cannot
be changed so it can be considered
approximately constant axial velocity.

Examining the results of numerical equations
and the related graphs indicate that the spatial
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rotation of the transverse speeds with regard to
the normalized frequency for the first
resonance is one Wiggler wavelength and for
the second resonance is one-third of Wiggler
wavelength. Moreover, transverse velocity
cannot change a lot and axial velocity can be
considered to be constant.

0z 

w
4

,

3w
 z  w
4

(5)

Through the combination of the above
equations, we have:

VII. APPENDIX
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Boundary conditions related to the problem
can be obtained. To do so, different areas will
be examined separately.

b

For example for area x≥0, y≥0 the problem is
solved.
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For 0≤x≤b, y = b, from Eq. (2) we have:
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For Ferrite parts BZ=0 and for dielectric parts,
the average Bz on X or Y equals Bout or Bin.
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Similarly, the boundary conditions of other
areas can be obtained.

(4)

According to the above equations, it is clear
that the response gn(x,y), which is true in all
circumstances, equals zero then for n  0 we
have: g n  x, y   0 and n  1, f 2 n  x, y   0 .

b

1
dy B z b , y , z   B out
b 0

Assuming Bout  Bin  B0 then:
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Thus, the filed components are obtained as
follows:
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For y  0, a  x  b :

x

0
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y

(21)

0
(22)

Equation (19) with above boundary conditions
is the basic equation governing the system and
by solving it and finding fn(x,y) the
components of the magnetic field can be
calculated through relations (16-18).
Now assume that function fn(x,y) in the
2 B0
 n 
sin 
external borders equals
 and in
n
 2 
2B
 n 
the internal borders equals  0 sin 
 In
n
 2 .

Fig. 1 Bz component of the magnetic field for
y=y0=0.

this case, its average will be equal to the given
values and therefore it satisfies the boundary
conditions. With this assumption, since it is
not possible to solve Eq. (19) analytically due
to the presence of core in the cross-section of
the waveguide (see Fig. 1), the solution to the
question can be obtained numerically. In this
paper, to solve the Eq. (19) numerically, the
flex PDE software is used. Then, the obtained
numerical solution is called on Mathematica
software. Through data interpolation, the
magnetic field at any point of the waveguide
can be calculated.
Figures 1-3 show different components of the
field derived from the numerical method for
the constant value of y=y0 in terms of x and
during the release of z. As it can be seen, the
radial component of the field in the empty

Fig. 2 Bx component of the magnetic field for
y=y0=0.

From Eq. (8) and the obtained boundary
conditions for different areas we will have:
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space between the two walls is minimized and
leads to the focus of the electron beam. The
numerical values of the parameters used in the
charts are as a=2cm, b=4cm, and λw=3cm. As
shown in Fig. (2), since Bz behavior is
minimum at the point x=3, y=0 and z=0, if the
electrons enters the waveguide from this
region lateral deviations will lower and
electrons do not hit the walls. The electrons
that enter the waveguide from this area will
have more regular and consistent movement.
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